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Abstract
World heritage city surveillance system using smart closed circuit television (CCTV) is a system that detects the movement 
around the monitoring area and then counts the number of tourists who enter and exit the word heritage city. The system has been 
developed to assist the surveillance system in the world heritage city (WHC) or restricted area through the CCTV camera in 
detecting the trespassers, when the WHC is closed. This data can be used not only for the surveillance purpose but also for the 
commercial strategic planning and the security community as well. For example, the number of participants, audience, or visitors 
who attend the event can be used to plan the upcoming event. In developing the world heritage city surveillance system using 
smart CCTV, the developers adapted the knowledge about image processing to detect and count the number of people-in and 
people-out from video data and to security for the system. The system was tested on three set of video data and the results reveal 
80-90% accuracy rate. Most of the errors occur when the background area is dark or when people walk in a group but the ability 
to control critical analysis of communication data to the agency administrator can control the order to increase security for 
tourists and maintain the condition of the remains a world heritage site.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
The historical heritage as an object of public policies and public administration heritage is a not simply a 
beautiful concept. Of course, heritage is that which is inherited from past generations and which is supposed to be 
transmitted to future generations in its literal sense of ‘inheritance’. In a more specific sense, historical heritage is an 
object of public policies and administrative action in the present day [1-3]. This relatively young policy concept 
started from very traditional legal forms of property generally instead, the modern concepts attempt to present the 
idea of a coherent corpus belonging to a social institution (in former times, a family’s landed property or nowadays, 
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an entire nation’s historical heritage) and meriting careful conservation for the future. One can speak of it in terms of 
cultural heritage as opposed to natural heritage, but both aspects can also be thought of together as constituent 
elements of a national heritage and are historically strongly connected to one another [4].
The framework of historical heritage protection may vary from sub-national to international levels. The reference 
to nation and nation-state were not exclusively the focus of high esteem. The same result can be drawn from a 
comparative study focusing on the objects of heritage politics and consequent administrative action. Legal concepts 
such or inheritance concentrated in a literal sense on material relics of previous generations, especially works of art, 
buildings, monuments, etc [5]. At first, the different objects had in common the fact that they were important from 
the point of view of an ‘antiquarian’ interest. This was based on a classical education concentrating on culture.
People visiting cultural and the historical resources is one of the largest, most pervasive, and fastest growing 
sectors of the tourism industry today. In fact, heritage tourism appears to be growing much faster than all other 
forms of tourism, particularly in the developing world, and is thus viewed as an important potential tool for poverty 
alleviation and community economic development [6]. Heritage tourism typically relies on living and built elements 
of culture and refers to the use of the tangible and intangible past as a tourism resource. It encompasses existing 
cultures and folkways of today, for they too are inheritances from the past; other immaterial heritage elements, such 
as music, dance, language, religion, food ways and cuisine, artistic traditions, and festivals; and material vestiges of 
the built cultural environment, including monuments, historic public buildings and homes, farms, castles and 
cathedrals, museums, and archeological ruins and relics. Although the heritage industry has in the past focused 
overwhelmingly on the patrimony of the privileged (e.g., castles, cathedrals, stately homes), there is now widespread 
acknowledgment and acceptance of everyday landscapes that depict the lives of ordinary people: families, farmers, 
factory workers, miners, fishers, women and children [7]. There is recognition in tourism studies in general, and 
heritage tourism in particular, that tourism and its impacts, constraints, and management implications are different in 
the developing world from conditions in the developed world. These differences are underscored principally by 
differences in economics; politics, power and empowerment; colonialism; conservation/preservation practices; 
social mores; cultural vitality; gender and socio-economic disparities; urbanization; and legislative engagement, 
among others. These differences are especially perceptible in the realm of heritage tourism and its impacts. In spite 
of the growing interest in this area, the body of knowledge is young, and there still remains a dearth of consolidated 
research on the dynamics of cultural heritage tourism in the developing regions of the world.
This knowledge is vital for the preservation of heritage and the longevity of tourism in those destinations. We 
aim to address the issues that are unique to the developing world, as well as the matters that overlap with the more 
developed parts of the globe. It aims to discuss much of what is known about heritage tourism in the less-developed 
world and to examine and challenge the existing paradigms, concepts, and practices related to cultural heritage 
tourism. It provides a global overview of the most critical issues facing heritage managers and heritage destinations 
in less-developed countries, including opportunities and prospects for developing heritage-based tourism developing 
countries and heritage tourism [8].
From a socio-economic perspective, the world has been, and continues to be, divided into developed and 
developing countries, sometimes referred to as the necessary (because of the high concentration of poorer countries), 
“industrialized” versus “non-industrialized,” or “more-developed” (MDCs) and “less developed” (LDCs) states of 
the world. Such designations are fraught with definitional problems, as the earth continues to be a dynamic place, 
and many less-developed countries continue to progress on paths of development and modernization. Some nations 
hardly fit within the basic framework of developed and developing countries common socio-economic 
characteristics that define their level of development. While there is no absolute or universally accepted set of 
criteria to determine where a country lies on the spectrum of development, the world community and development 
agencies have identified several variables that permit the distinction between the more-developed and less-
developed portions of the world. Per capita gross domestic product (GDP) or per capita gross national income (GNI) 
are among the most important indicators. Another related indicator that is more revealing in actual terms is annual 
per capita gross national income purchasing power parity (GNI PPP), which takes into account GNI (GDP plus 
money from abroad) and differences between countries in the relative prices of goods and services. The disparities 
between wealthy and poor countries are quite remarkable. Many historical, socio-economic, geographical, and 
political factors come into play in determining the level and rate of development of any given country [9].
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2. System Architecture 
The innovation of communication technology and information system are rapidly growing and playing the 
important role and being as the necessary thing that has to provide in every organizations in nowadays. The 
advantages will be safety especially at the place where have many people got in and get out such as the airport, the 
mall, the museum and the library. Some places intend to count on the number of people who get in and get out in 
order to know number of people in totally or intend to check the number of people who get in is the exactly number 
of the people who get out that can protect the robbery of the place’s property and being the safety monitoring from 
time to time. Thus, the researcher has an idea to develop the system which can work together with closed circuit 
television system (CCTV) and installs at the world heritage of Thailand which applies the principle of image 
processing in order to check and count the number of people who get in and get out from the building. Besides, it 
can also check the tort of property at the world heritage places and find cause of damage and loss of property of 
those places [10].
The researcher concerns on the monitoring system of CCTV can produce the huge of advantage for the world 
heritage of Thailand as well as the safety such as for checking hiding people when the place is already closed. In 
commercial, it can measure the totally number of visitors and gather information in order to apply for any other 
research or the relate documents such as interior observation of the world heritage in general or search for waste 
lands.
Objectives that we expect to occur are as followings.
1. To develop the system which automatically checks the number of visitor in the area of camera is installed at 
the world heritage of Thailand.
2. To be able to gather the number of visitor who get in and get out of the world heritage of Thailand in order to 
apply in further tasks such as the safety of property which are antiques things, ancient remains and monitors on the 
trot of property.
3. To apply CCTV in any relate tasks such as the world heritage all over the world can check the inside of each 
place which has been trespassed or robbed the property or not [11].
Fig. 1. The communication system of CCTV for World heritage city surveillance system
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3. World Heritage City Surveillance and Monitoring
The image processing knowledge introduces the digital of image processing. The sight of human is necessary and 
being as the one kind of mechanism of complex image receiving. The information is given that can be easy to use 
(such as remember of antiques thing) and can be a complex of sight which is the image processing by using 
computer. The attempt of image processing was found in 1964 at Jet Propulsion Lab (Pasadena California) which 
brought this process to consider the satellite moon image. Then, it was established new major which is named digital 
image processing. 
After that, the task of image processing was being continue developed and widely used in large area for other 
kind of tasks such as telecommunication, television communication, typing, graphic, medical and science research. 
The digital image processing is about the transferring of information into digital format which can process this 
information by using computer.
Because of the video files are gathered from CCTV which is produced by orderly arrangement of images. Each 
image is called frame and the video which has many movement of the imaged will have high number of frame per 
minute. Therefore, it is necessary to divide the video file into each frame and uses it to process image. The quality of 
each frame depends on type of camera and lens quality which was found that mostly the quality of images from 
CCTV is worse than the high quality of CCTV. However, the price of high quality of CCTV is higher [12].
 
Fig.2. Illustration of the installation of CCTV in the world heritage of Thailand
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Nowadays, there is development of video file encryption has many types which each type has both of advantages 
and disadvantages. The variety of encryption produces many of file types which usually found such as .avi, .xvid,. 
3gp,  mkv,  .flv, etc…[13]
.AVI file
The .avi file format is the most common format for audio and video data on a computer which is defined by
Microsoft. The clearly of picture and audio will used for a master copy of video file on DVD. Audio content or 
video content that is compressed with a wide variety of codes can be stored in an .avi file. Video codes that are 
frequently used in .avi files include Divx codec, XVID codec. For normally .avi, it can be played in Windows Media 
Player or download codec file from Microsoft website to install in the computer if it cannot be played.
.XVID file
XviD is being developed by volunteer programmers. The format was created under the basic of MP4 like DivX 
but XviD and despite being open source from the programmers all over the world. The standard press of XviD is 
being as ASP (MPEG-4 Advance Simple profile) XviD can play on program or DVD player which can also play 
MP4 or DivX.  
.DivX file
The file type will be .avi or .Divx but it is not always be .avi file. Another difference between DivX file and 
normally .avi file is .DivX can be played with many languages which can select on remote control of DVD player. 
Besides, if it is played by Windows Media Player, it is required other program in order to present other languages in 
subtitle such as Dirict Vob sub program which supports the subtitle to show when the movie is  playing.
4. Benefits.
The use of CCTV monitoring system at the world heritage of Thailand is detailed as followings.
1. The images are brought to consider from CCTV is a normal type and it is not from the infrared system which 
can be color and grey scales.
2. The object is shown in the image which the front object has not to completely overlap with the back object or 
cannot be view such as in the case that someone steals property of the world heritage place or a group of people.
3. The image is brought to analyze in image processing, has to come from the same CCTV which is install in the 
same position and  
4. The size of image from CCTV and the distance between CCTV and the object is capture which must being the 
standardization of CCTV.
5. The counting number of people who get in and get out in the world heritage of Thailand will be checked by 
specifying the line to divide inside and outside zone. If someone or something moves from outside to inside, it will 
count as get in people or if someone something moves from inside to outside, it will count as get out people.
x To help the safety system at the world heritage of Thailand
x To gain benefit for programmer
x To learn and understand on image processing technology
x To learn and understand computer languages which are used for the development of program 
x To learn the cooperation with other people as well as time management
x To apply the knowledge for a job
x To gain benefit for user
x To apply the information for statistic research
The automatically safety system through CCTV at the world heritage of Thailand which is captured the image of 
people who get in and get out on this area in order to check afterward. Besides, it can count number of people who 
get in which is the exactly number of people who get out or not and reduce cost of payment for security guards who 
has to secure after closed the building or being a labor saving for security guards. Moreover, the information can be 
a reference for commercial purpose in order to analyze trend of operation in order to plan for enhancement of the 
Fine Arts Department in the future. In part of project developer, the developer will gain knowledge from image 
processing studying and encourage new idea as well as searching information and arrange them into the system in 
order to develop the most of accuracy and appropriate system and apply knowledge for benefit added [14].
For this research, the researcher found that there is variety type of CCTV and the most interesting area is an 
entrance area which has many people who get in and get out. At the world heritage of Thailand found that some 
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video files are clear which mean that it has no overlap object in the image but some of them is unclear such as some 
objects or some tree branches shade view from CCTV which might be a cause of deviation. From the study of 
CCTV standardization found that in each brand will record and be encoded in differently according to its software 
which has to export those files into standard file such as .avi, .mpg [15]. Thus, it needs to assign the condition of 
video which is used in the system as following:
1. The image from CCTV has to see the area which is easy to check on people who get in and get out very 
clearly. In other words, there is no object overlap on view or has less of overlapping in order to accept on the 
accuracy information.
2. The analytical file should be high rate of playing per minute approximately 8-15 frames per second in order to 
have the most accuracy because low rate of playing per minute will be lack of continuous image. 
3. Pixel and size of image in video file has to set in fix rate because if it does not fix, it cannot create background. 
The size of image should not have too large size because it takes a long time for processing and need to use large 
space of memory and it should not have too small size because unclearly image can have a mistake on checking.
4. The light of image should be stable or less of fluctuate. For example in the area has high frequency of turn the 
light on and off that will be incorrect on background analyzing. The light in the image should be enough for clearly 
view on the object or in the case that the light is not enough the object will be harmonious in the dark.
5. The analytical file have to be .avi file because it is a popular file and easy to use. Besides, Video compression 
or press of digital information is Cinepak codec because the image is pressed in properly as well as the size of the 
image.
6. The video length should be appropriate which is not too long or too short because the long length file will 
contain many numbers of frames and it will have an effect to computer processing or computer’s memory. On the 
other hand, the short length file will be the cause of incorrect background [16].
5. Conclusion
The proper planning and appropriate tourism-related uses of the past can help minimize the negative effects of 
tourism and maximize its benefits for the community and for their conservation efforts. Heritage managers must 
begin thinking about the long-term viability of the past rather than simply seeking short-term assistance from 
international aid agencies. Most heritages are created through long historical processes, and are constantly evolving 
as one set of ideologies is replaced by another. Heritage and heritage tourism are extremely complex phenomena, 
particularly in the less-developed world. This situation provides tourism scholars, policy makers, and historic site 
managers with an open laboratory in which to study the evolution of heritage, places, and meanings. One of our 
goals in putting together this collection was to raise more questions than we answer. This has been a major success. 
We take pride in our present system can be fully utilized.
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